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A COMPARISON OF PREDICTIONS OBTAINED FROM WIND TUNNEL TESTS
AND THE RESULTS FROM CRUISING FLIGHT (AIRBUS AND CONCORDE)
J. Berger
(Aerospatiale - France)
1 - Introduction
This report follows one presented in June, 1975, at the /20-2*
Agard Conference (conference proceedings no. 187, contribution
no. 23) by AEROSPATIALE 1 .
It concerns the following:
- the Mrbus, designed and developed by the European companies
Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Deutsche Airbus, Aerospatiale and
Airbus Industrie,
- the Concorde, designed and developed by the European companies
Rolls Royce, Societe Nationale d'Etude et de Construction de
Moteur d*Avion, British Aircraft Corporation and Aerospatiale.
By limiting itself exclusively to cruising flight (0.78^  M^
0.82 for Airbus and M - 2.0 for Concorde), the report's objective
is to present the methods employed to evaluate performances based
on wind tunnel tests and test bench and then to compare them to
results obtained in flight.
We are not trying here to find a solution to the eternal pro-
blem of distinguishing between drag and thrust by means of in-
flight testing. The comparisons which will be made between predic-
tions and flight results will be presented in the form of differ-
ences in external stresses applied to the plane ( A Cx ext), in
other words, the combination of aerodynamic stresses (coefficient
A) and the propulsion stress ( coefficient Tf ) .
- Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
1
After a summary of certain definitions, we will explain /20-3
how aerodynamic and propulsion data for Airbus and Concorde have
been evaluated, specifying clearly the content of each.
We will then give a summary of the features of in-flight
testing equipment for the two planes, limiting ourselves to the
parameters necessary for the calculation of performances.
Finally, we will present the results of the analysis carried
out on the basis of the in-flight tests, without going into de-
tail regarding the gas generator-exhaust nozzle group.
This flight-prediction comparison is to be regarded as a
technical study. It does not concern itself with warranties made
to buyers of these planes.
2 - Cruising Performance - Summary of Certain Definitions -_
Accuracy of Results
2.1 - Cruising Equilibrium Equations
Fig. 1 shows the planes equilibrium at zero side-slip and
makes evident what from now on will be known as "aerodynamic data"
corresponding to aerodynamic stresses, and "propulsion data" cor-
responding to propulsion stresses.
Fig. 2 places the preceding equations in the plane of the
classical polar curve C,,., CZA, by showing the differences between
cruising at constant altitude and cruising at constant engine speed
and the consequences which external stress variation can have on
the operating point.
2.2 - Influence of External Stress Variation in Cruising
on Plane's Fuel Consumption
Fig. 3 shows the influence of a decrease in external stresses
equivalent to a 1% increase in drag at a given lift.
This table based on fixed cruising speed and distance from
destination, confirms well-Known conclusions, namelyi
- that a supersonic plane such as Concorde is more sensitive to ex-
ternal stress variations than a subsonic plane; this is in part
due to the fact that it flies at constant speed;
- that, when designing a plane, it is always wise to make an al-
lowance for maximal take-off mass and maximal tank capacity.
3 - Propulsion Data
These data are of a different nature whether we are talking
about Airbus or Concorde. This subject has already been discussed
at previous Agard conferences [2, 3Jfor Concorde .
3.1 - Airbus
The two Airbus engines are CF6 50 C made by General Electric;
double flux engine.
In cruising, the bypass ratio is about 4.5 and the outlet ex-
pansion ratios are respectively on the order of 2.4 and 2.1 for the
fan and the central engine.
The total air flow at M = 0.8 31,000 ft. is about 650 Ib/s.
Data relating to the flange-to-flange engine-exhaust nozzle
combination have been directly supplied by the motor mechanic in the
form of .a data sheet', which can supply, for various total tempera-
ture and total pressure inlet conditions, the values of:
- air flow V^, = W_
- raw thrust F~ _
Gr «ff
- consumption C
as a function of fan speed (Nl), and all this for the isolated nacel-
le without external flow.
Raw thrust FQ , is the sum, with the exclusion of everything
else, of:
- the raw thrusts of fan (cold) and engine (hot) outlet,
- the friction and pressure drags of strut and cowl surfaces
touched by the fan jet;
- friction and surface drag of central body surfaces touched by
the fan jet.
Fig. 4 shows how this - .data.- sheet has been obtained. We
will only summarize the main steps.
3.1.1 - Ground Bench Tests on a Scale 1 Engine Equipped
with Exhaust Nozzle and Strut Section (Fig. 4a)
Based on these measurements, carried out with a "calibrated
air intake duct", we can observe, for different reduced speeds
N,/ >/*?. , the following values necessary for cruising;
- ratio of total exhaust pressures ; PtJF , PtJm
Ptl Ptl
- ratio of total temperature : TtJm
Ttl
- reduced air flow : W- y/rl1 T-i
Ptl
- reduced oil flow : C
Ptl
All these values are valid for total pressure Pt (of cali-
brated duct), total temperature Tt.^  normal static pressure Ps^ -,
of ground bench fueling conditions, in other words different from
cruising flight conditions.
These tests serve, therefore, to specify the internal features
of the propulsion system, but cannot directly justify cruising
thrusts. The components of cruising sonic outlet cannot be repre-
sented at fixed point.
3 >1_* 2 -.-Transposition to Cruising Conditions
3.1.2.1 - Internal Features
Semi-empirical methods have been employed to transpose the
Wl
preceding N../ y/fT functions
1
 1
Ptl Ptl TTX Ptl Pt
of ground bench Pt, , Tt- values to the Pt , Tt values of cruising
operations .
These transpostions are generally controlled and even re-
adjusted by in-flight tests.
3.1.2.2 - Determination of Raw Thrust in Cruising
This is made by weighing models of the exhaust nozzle (1/10
scale approximately) geometrically similar to cruising shapes and
with strut section (Fig. 4b) .
From these measurements, carried out without external flow
and with expansion ratios PTJF , PTJm and temperatures Tt_ repre-
sentative of cruising conditions, we obtains
- raw thrust without friction FG, resulting from the corrected
balance stress, stray stresses due to assembly and strut friction,
cowl -and central body stresses calculated for test conditions;
- nozzle thrust coefficients CTT, and C_. compatible with FG.J r JM
The total of these results including friction drag in flight
conditions of strut and cowl surfaces touched by the fan jet and of
the central body touched by the fan jet makes it possible to compile
a' data sheet ' (engine - exhaust nozzle) which supplies the values
of yr, FGff , and C as a function of Pt.., T^* PSoo » N]/
By means of semi-empirical calculations, this booklet can
take into account air and power collections.
3.1.3 - Air Intake
Tests carried out on a model (Fig. 5) and checked- . by in-
flight tests make it possible to know the performance ^ ^  = Pt±
Ptoo
at the compressor intake as a function of the Mach number of the
plane.
This performance is independent of air flow in cruising.
3.1.4 - Summary of Propulsion Data
Fig. 6 illustrates the procedure followed. For given flight
conditions and speed, we can obtain the values for raw thrust FG-jf ,
catchment drag FD-jp , air intake flow coefficient £ T and con-
sumption C valid without external flow.
The influence of the external flow and of the wing unit on
the raw thrust FG/rf values will be taken into account in the aero-
dynamic data.
0 3j,2 - Concorde /2Q-5
The four Concorde engines are Olympus made by Rolls Royce and
SNECMA, They are simple flux, double body (BP and HP) with cruis-
ing expansion ratio at M = 2.0 on the order of 14.
Air flow in cruising at M = 2.0 55,000 ft. is about 210 Ib/s.
Fig. 7 shows the components of the propulsion system of such
a plane.
3.2.1 - Gas Generator (Fig. 8)
Its intake is the compressor BP, its exhaust the sonic nozzle
of the primary nozzle.
Altitude bench tests of a scale ~1> engine placed downstream
of an air intake duct simulating flight values of total pressure
Pt_, total temperature Tt and static pressure P_QO make it pos-
_L J. S
sible to compile a -sheefev supplying the values of
WJm /T-tJm ; WJm /Ttjm , Ttjm
KcPtJm KcPsoo Ttl
(representing the features of the jet at the sonic nozzle of the
variable section of the primary nozzle) and
Wl
as a function of Et , Tt , Ps<3o , Ml/ x/Tt and N2/ >/Tt .
3 .2. 2< - Air-jntake. (Fig. 9)-- ;,
A 1/15 scale model of the two joint air intakes placed under
the wing unit was tested according to the Mach number for cruis-
ing (the number of Reynolds is about % that of flight, the boundary
limit trap of the wing unit has been thickened so that the portion
of boundary limit found in the wind tunnel is the same as that in
flight).
From these tests we have been able to compile the data sheet fwith
information regarding air intake and supplying the values of n and
£T as a function of <x , MQQ , £2, g B, £ B«
3.2.3 - Exhaust Nozzle
This nozzle is of the convergent -diver gent double flux type
with secondary air injection at right angles with the sonic nozzle
of the primary nozzle.
Raw thrust is defined as the difference obtained with ex-
ternal flow between, on the one hand, the total of internal and
external stresses applied to real _~forms and in flight jet con-
ditions and, on> the other hand, the external stresses applied to
an external reference form identical to that of aerodynamic plane
models .
Two l'/20 scale models have been employed (with a plate simu-
lating the symmetrical nozzle in order to recreate the plane's con-
figuration) (see Fig. lOa for reference form and Fig. lOb for real
form) . Tests were carried out in cold gas (wind tunnel tempera-
ture) .
&
Internal performances of the real form were readjusted based
on tests carried out without external flow on a 1/10 scale model.
A theoretically determined hot gas correction was necessary.
It affects raw thrust and the nozzle pressure characteristic (this
was established in ref . 4) .
These tests and corrections make it possible to compile a noz-
ata sheet supplying the values for FQ ft and Pt
of pt
zle d  as a function
W1ntJFtJm • WJm ^ Jm and
sm
8
KcPtJm KcPSoo WJm
3.2.4 - Secondary Flow
A 1/2 scale model representing with precision all uneven
features of the secondary duct was tested.
These tests have made it possible to compile a data sheet
for secondary air which supplies the value of PtS as a function
r— i PtB
^ WB -JTt
°
f
 -"P^ B '
3.2.5 - Various Corrections
Heating of secondary flow; Air taken from the WHE air in-
take upstream of the compressor BP and considered in the air in-
take data sheet is heated during the cooling process of air-
conditioning air which is taken directly by means of the com-
pressor. It is reinjected in the secondary air at the intake of
the exhaust nozzle. On the other hand, the secondary flow par- /20-6
ticipates in the cooling of the engine crank case and its ac-
cessories.
Secondary duct bleeds; The nacelles are not perfectly tight.
Ground tests have made it possible to estimate the bleed section
equivalent to 1/2 nacelle (Fig. 12). The calculations take this
into account assuming that all the catchment drag of this air is
lost.
Primary duct bleed toward secondary duct.downstream of the
outlet of the turbine BP. This air at temperature Ttjm is part
of the secondary air supply process for the nozzle*
Condition of internal surface of secondary nozzle: The 1/20
scale models described in Chap. 3.2.3 are smoother than the plane
though they have some moving obstructions. A stray drag must,
therefore, be deducted from the raw thrust supplied by the nozzle
data sheet.
3.2*6 - Recapitulation of Propulsion Data
Fig. 13 shows the procedure to be followed.
We can so obtain, for given flight conditions and a given
regime N- and N9 (or C), the values of raw thrust F-,-/ » of catch-
ment drag F--TJ' , of the air intake flow coefficient g and con-
sumption C (or N9).
4 - Aerodynamic Data
In this context it is also necessary to distinguish between
Airbus and Concorde.
Fig. 14 shows the outline followed in order to go from the
wind tunnel results obtained on the model to the final aerodynamic
data representative of the plane in flight.
The subject has already been discussed at previous Agard con-
ferences (2,3 for Concorde ) .
4.1 - Airbus
4.1.1 - Basic Model
Fig. 15 shows the assembly on a rod Z of the 1/38 scale model
supposed to simulate the general shape of the plane in flight. The
tests were carried out by setting out the boundary layer transition
by means of silicon carbide grains as well as by leaving unaltered
the boundary limit of the wing unit.
The model is equipped with:
- a smooth wing unit which allows several horizontal tail unit
angles as well as rudder angles ( §Q )»
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- permeable pods with correct external fan cowl and engine cowl
shapes..
These tests make it possible to obtain the values of
CZB, C, as a function of MOO > (X » and
To simplify the explanation we have not mentioned the side-
slip and elevator and rudder angles for which measurements have
been taken *
The flights we are going to examine were made with almost
null values for these parameters. Their slight influence was
nevertheless taken into account in the analysis .
4.1.2 -Transposition to Flight Conditions
4.1.2.1 - Shape Correction Due to Wind Tunnel
Assembly
Fig. 16 diagrams the assembly used with the 1/38 scale model.
It makes it possible to estimate corrections A Cx , A CzArj and
fXLX A.SX.
A Cm.- due to assembly as a function of Moo and Oc
rvK
4.1.2.2 - Friction Correction
Based on the wind tunnel test, on a flight at M = 0.8 30,000
ft., the mean Reynolds number goes from 2.5 x 10 to 47.5 x 10
for the wing unit and from 20 x 10 to 380 x 10 for the fuselage.
This is the so-called Prandlt Schlichting applicable to the plate
which has been employed.
Fig. 17 shows the transition line obtained from wing unit tests
without setting off the boundary limit and displayed by means of
acenaphtene sublimation.
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Actually, tests where the transition has been set off are
the ones generally used. On the other hand, with this correction,
it is necessary to take into consideration the fact that the fric-
tion drag of external surfaces touched by the fan jet has been
considered in the propulsion data.
4.1.2.3 - Motorization Correction /20-7
These corrections are described in detail in ref. '5, 6 .
Here we will only summarize them.
The corrections are shown in Fig. 18. They can be divided
into three groups.
a) Internal stress correction (Fig. 18a)
By scanning fan and central engine outlets, we can deduce,
for the basic model:
- the raw thrust of the outlet of the fan and of the engine
X-L (Fo + Co),
- the inlet flow W1n from which we can deduce the correspond-
ing catchment drag and the basic flow coefficient £ .
We can deduce the internal stress corrections on drag
( A GX int) on lift (A GZ int) and the pitch momentum
(Ac . .) as a function of MQQ and oc •
b) Additive stress correction (Fig. 18a)
The coefficient £ „ is inferior to the in-flight coeffi-
cient £.
 T.
To obtain this correction due to the difference ( £„- 6,1),
the basic model is equipped with the correct pod as far as the
air intake is concerned up to the midship frame but deformed
in the back. The addition of internal grills makes it pos-
sible to vary the flow according to values greater and smaller
12
than TD
 f •
 Tne
 measurements are identical to the preceding
. ones for internal stress correction.
We can obtain the additive stress correction on drag (A C
 d
lift ( A C_ ,) and pitch momentum (A C ,) as a function£i clO In clCl
of ( £
 T - £ e f^ ' M°° and ** *
c) Pressure stress correction (Fig. 18b)
This correction is made necessary by the fact that the pro-
pulsion data are valid in the absence of external flow and with
isolated nacelle and;',that the -basic ;~model has been tested with
pods operating at natural flow. The correction is obtained by
using pressure -integrations on the wing unit, the strut, the
.-.fan cowl and engine cowl of a 1/19 scale model with motorized
nacelle mounted on a demi-wing, which can simulate the following
exhaust con f i gur a t i ons :
1) Natural flow jet of basic model j tests carried out at Moo .
It gives pressure stresses on the wing unit, the strut,
the fan cowl and engine cowl XQ (V + M'-FF + C);
2) correct cruising jet (expansion ratio and real temperature);
tests carried out at M OD =0 and identical to propulsion
data. This gives the pressure stresses on the engine cowl
and strut
[X2 (C + M)J Moo =0
3) Correct cruising jet (expansion ratio and real temperature);
tests carried out at M oo . This gives the pressure stresses
on the wing unit, the strut, the fan cowl and engine cowl
(V + M + F + C)jMoo
The combination of these three tests makes it possible to deter-
13
mine the pressure stress correction on the drag ( A cx iet^' on the
lift ( A GZ . ) and on pitch momentum ( A cm -jet^ as a
of M c^ and
4.1.2.4 - Stray drag
This correction takes into account all uneven features (con-
dition of the surface, aerials, joints, additional air intakes,
flow of air conditioning, etc) which could not be simulated on
the wind tunnel model. It is the result of calculations based on
the usual semi-empirical methods.
4.1.3 Recapitulation
Fig. 19 shows quantitatively the values relative to the
various correction made on the basic model in order to obtain
an equilibrated polar .curve for Airbus^ cruising at M = 0.8 30,000 ft,
ISA and 25 % alignment.",,
All these corrections represent about 21% of the plane's /20-8
drag. The most important factor is the friction correction (27%).
The fact that results are taken without setting off the
boundary layer on the wing unit will be explained later.
4.2 - Concorde
4.2.1 - Basic Model
Fig. 20 diagrams the assembly on a rod of a 1/45 scale model
which should represent the general forms of the plane in flight.
We will later see that actually two shapes have been tested. The
tests were carried out without artificial setting off of the transi-
tion. Visual display by means of naphtalene sublimation has
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shown that, under test conditions, the flow was completely tur-
bulent .
The model is equipped with:
- a wing unit with capacity for different elevator and rudder
angles ;
- permeable pods with separation stem for adjacent air intakes,
first ramp and wing unit boundary layer trap. The back section
- :of. the: pod -has been distorted j ;it has a baseband a sonic outlet
which makes the air intake operate at supercritical regime. It
is completely identical to the reference form described in chap.
3.2.3.
These tests make it possible to obtain the values of CL^
 t
C and C as a function of MOO » <X *
As with Airbus, the influence of side-slip, rudder and elevator
angles is not considered here, although the measurements have been
taken. .-The; -flights -.which', a re. going to Jbe .examined were carried
out with almost null values for these parameters, the influence
of which was, nevertheless, taken into consideration in the analysis.
4.2.2 - Transposition to Flight Conditions
4.2.2.1 - Shape Correction Due to Assembly in Wind
Tunnel
Fig. 21 diagrams the assembly used on a 1/45 scale model.
Pre-testing pressures-measurements on the back section have demonstrat-
ed that the presence of lateral struts has no influence.
The assembly makes it possible to estimate the corrections A
A C fo » and A C
 m/f^  as a function of MOO » and Oc •
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4.2.2.2 - Friction Correction
Based on wind tunnel tests in flight at M = 2.0 55,000 ft.,
Reynolds number goes from 41»10 to 130 • 10 for the wing unit
and from 91*10 to 288. 10 for the fuselage. It is the so called
Michel formula, applicable to the employed plate.
To take into account the non-athermanous temperature of the
surfaces of the wing unit in flight, an artificial correction was
considered.
4.2.2.3 - Motorization Corrections
These are shown in Fig. 22 and can be divided into two groups.
a) Internal stress and base stress correction.
This correction is obtained by the following procedure:
- probing of the sonic outlet to find out the values of ex-
haust Mach number (Me) which, together with the flow value,- will
. • make possible the calculation of the raw outlet thrust (X_0)j
- measurement of nacelle flow (WT) by flowmeter placed down-
stream of the nacelle (under these conditions weighing is not
^-possible), which allows us to find out the basic flow coef-
ficient £ and the catchment drag.Kei
- usual weighing without flowmeter and measurement of base pres-
sure which, by integration, make it possible to obtain the
base stress .
Based on these tests we can estimate the internal drag correc-
ion and the base correction on the drag ( £± C . and
on the lift
 < A C
 int)and A G and on
c
m
value of £
 Ref as a function of M <*> and Oc
pitch momentum ( ^ Cm infc and ^ cm base^ as wel1 as the
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b) Additive stress correction.
Based on the internal geometry of the model's nacelle, the /20-9
value of £ is a maximum. To obtain the corrections dueRef -
to flow reduction by variation of the 2nd pipe angle O2» the
basic model has been equipped with pods identical to the basic
ones but with a capacity for different $* (as in flight, in-
ternal air intakes have a £ greater by 0°,5 than that 6f
external intakes).
The sonic outlet has been adjusted for each of these values
so that the air intakes remain supercritical.
The measurements are analogous to the preceding ones relating
to internal drag and base drag corrections. Based on the differences
resulting from measurements carried out at C , we obtain the
additive stress correction on drag ( A r ), on the lift ( AC
 a^)
and on the pitch momentum ( £± C ) determined by p „ variation
but presented as a function of( £ - £
 R f), MOO and o< .
4.2.2.4 - Stray Drag
This correction takes into account all uneven features (sur-
face condition, aerials, additional air intakes, flow of air con-
ditioning, etc.) which could not be simulated on the wind tunnel
model.
Methods employed for evaluation are discussed in Ref. 3.
4.2i3 '-r 'Recapitulation
Fig. 23 shows quantitatively the va!/ue,s relative to the various
corrections made on the basic model in order to obtain a polar
curve for a pre-production 02 Concorde in cruising flight at M =
2.0 55,000 ft, ISA t 5, $ = 0°,5.
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4.3 - General Comments on the Precision of Aerodynamic Data
It is very difficult to discuss this subject. Some authors
( 8) calculate that in transonic and supersonic wind tunnels, the
Cv cannot be evaluated with better precision than A 100 CY ± 0.05x •«•
which corresponds to ± 2% of the drag for Airbus and ± 3% for Con-
corde .
The data we are presenting are the result of:
- one series of tests with Airbus during which one polar curve
based on Mach's number was measured;
- two series of tests with Concorde during which ten polar curves,
were measured each time.
Under these conditions, it seems reasonable to state that the
aerodynamic data are known with a precision of at least:
A 100 Cv ^ ±0.05 for Airbus
.A. A
with ± 2% of the drag
A 100 GX
 A</* ±0.012 for Concorde
with ± 0.7% of the drag
5^- Equipment for In Flight Testing
It is not our intention to describe in detail the in flight
testing equipment for Airbus and Concorde. As far as the latter
is concerned, such data is available in Ref. 7.
We will limit ourselves to an outline summary showing what
has been used in the study of cruising performances.
5.1 - Airbus
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Fig. 24 shows the parameters recorded on pre-production planes,
the results of which were used in the study.
We can observe that the anemometric station has been adjusted
as described in Ref. 7, in other words by Tcinetheodolite at low
altitude and radar at high altitude. We have not mentioned internal
engine test-equipment. Let's just say that , it is sufficient
to control the various internal pressure and temperature parameters
in the engine,:though it-cannot control the nozzle thrust coeffi-
cients .
5.2 - Concorde /20-10
Fig. 25 shows the parameters recorded on the pre-production
02 plane, the results of which were used in the study.
Comment:
- the nose-piece-receiver combination was adjusted as
described in Ref 7, in other words by kinetheodolite
at low altitude and radar at high altitude;
- the instantaneous mass is the average of 4 values
obtained by means of gauges and flowmeter integration
and based on measurements taken at take-off and landing;
- the mass flowmeters were adjusted individually on the
engine during bench tests by using fuel at different
temperatures.
Fig. 26 shows the parameters which were measured to follow the
air intake and secondary flow. Other parameters, which are not
mentioned here, control the internal characteristics of the gas
generator and the exhaust nozzle.
6 - Flight Results - Comparisons with Predictions Based on Wind
Tunnel Tests
As we have already mentioned, the results are presented in the
19
AC., . form, representing the difference in aerodynamic and
& GX"C
propulsion stresses applied to the plane at in flight GZ meas and
calculated according to the general formula described in Fig. 27,
between in flight tests and predictions.
The datum lines are the "wind" lines. An increase in drag or
a decrease in thrust correspond to a positive A, GX ext-
We have only taken into consideration levels with a duration of
about two minutes or flight parameters (regime, altitude, Mach,
temperature, etc) which has/re been stabilized^ The side-slip and
warping angles never exceed 0 .5j their influence has, nevertheless,
been taken into account.
Although a general diagram can be applied to both Airbus and
Concorde, application details are not identical at all.
6.1 - Airbus
6.1.1 - In Flight Measurements
Based on the general outline described in Fig. 27, the following
details must be evaluated:
- parameter of propulsion behavior: N. measured;
propulsion data: average value for engine - exhaust nozzle groupj
plane geometry. CG calculated;
- "nz: cosine of trajectory angle with horizontal. The variation
of g with altitude and speed has been overlooked. This results
in a maximum overestimation of the predicted C of A. 100 Cv =
x X.
0.005.
nx: calculated on the basis of information given by the anemo-
metric station.
Under these conditions, by using the in flight measurement
precisions mentioned in Fig. 24, we can estimate the precision of
20
independent parameters and infer the precision of n _„.,.„* C& mGcis A.
and, therefore, £ cx exf
The precision of the GZ measurement is transformed into GX
precision by intervention of induced drag.
Without takingiinto account the precision of propulsion data
or the dispersion between engines and planes, but considering the
precision of aerodynamic data, we arrive to a precision for 100
on tne
 order of ± 0.06.meas
6.1.2 - Results
The results presented here originate from 103 stabilized
levels on 5 planes between 25,000 and 36,000 ft. at Mach's numbers
near 0.78, 0.80 and 0.82.
Each flight Cv was corrected by means of aerodynamic dataA. ItlGclS
in order to conform to the following conditions:
M = o.78 or 0.80 or 0.82
(the correction is always such that
£ M ^- 0.005)
Z = 30,000 ft
CG = 25%
A© = 0° C
Fig. 28 shows a comparison between the measured C and the
predicted C.,, based on the results of wind tunnel tests obtained
with transition set off, from which we deduce A C ..
In general, we can observe good flight-wind tunnel accord: 720-11
A 100 C between ± 2% of the drag (or thrust) of the plane.
A. GXT-
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There is a light dissipation in induced flight drag as compared
to that of the wind tunnel.
The relatively substantial variation in these measurements
( <T on A 100 C xt ^ 0.04 to 0.07) is explained by the precision
of flight measurements ( A 100 GX ext ^ ±0.03) and the engine
variation relative to the average values as well as variations
between planes (at M = 0.78 where practically only one plane is
involved, variation is lower).
6.1.3 - Observations and Comments
We have not been able to find precise explanations for this
flight/wind-tunnel difference. Such a difference is, nevertheless,
within the precision limits of flight measurements and aerodynamic
data.
We can make the following comments;
6.1.3.1 - Friction Drag
If, in order to go from wind tunnel tests to flight, we had
employed Michel's formula wind-tunnel corrections would have been
increased by A 100 C = -0.045, while with Winter's formula ( see
ref. 3 ) they would have been decreased by A 100 Cv = +0.015.
.A.
These different formulas are not equivalent. We must remember
that the flight Reynolds number is about 20 times greater than the
wind-tunnel Reynolds number.
6.1.3.2 - Influence of Altitude or of C
Based on Machjnumber, there is a strong correlation between
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C and flight altitudes.Z meas a
The apparent induced drag dissipation can be explained in
part by a reduction in thrust at a given regime which becomes
greater as the altitude rises.
Therefore, at 35,000 ft., there will be a net thrust dissipation
on the order of 2% (a 0.8% loss in raw thrust should be enough to
explain it).
On the other hand, the analysis of the difference between
measured oil flows and those calculated by means of the data sheet
at N, flight regime shows flight consumption greater than predicted.
Such consumption increases as the altitude rises; such variation
is about 2% at 35,000 ft.
Under these conditions, it is necessary that, at fixed cruising
speed and at 35,000 ft., the specific engine in-flight consumption
is greater by 4% than that in the data sheet.
It would seem that this effect was discovered during tests
on engines of this type carried out with altitude bench. To ex-
plain this C., evolution, we must recall the flexibility effect
z
which could not be taken into account for lack of precise information
regarding the repercussions such effect would have on the plane's
drag.
However, the agreement between the measured equilibrium ad-
justments of the fixed plane and those predicted seems to con-
firm that the model shape is very similar to that of the plane in
flight.
6.1.3.3 - Influence of Setting Off the Transition
in Wind Tunnel
Fig. 29 compares directly flight results with predictions
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originating from wind-tunnel results obtained with natural transi-
tion and set-off transition.
Despite the difficulties in calculating friction in natural
transition, the precision is not bad: A 6% chord deviation on
the transition line involves a difference of A 100 Cv - 0.01.
&
This procedure will result in a reduction in predicted drag of
2% at M = 0.78 and of 3.5% at 0.82, thus increasing by as much the
difference between prediction and flight.
I don't believe that we should abandon natural transition
measurements.
The fact that the drag deviation between the two types of
transition increases when the Mach rises is probably related to
upper wing surface boundary layer shock interactions. Parietal
displays show in effect that the shock is further back in natural
transition that in set-off transition.
This unsolved problem becomes important in the study of /20-12
modern wing units where a good knowledge of the supersonic zone
has considerable importance.
A possible solution consists in finding a way of obtaining
in-flight Reynolds numbers on the model.
6.2 - Concorde
6.2.1 - Flight Measurements
The analysis presented here involves the preproduction 02
plane whose in-flight test equipment was best suited for the study
of performances. The analysis was carried out in such a manner as
to simplify the transposition to production planes the engines
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of which are slightly different.
Therefore, according to the general outline in Fig. 27:
- parameter of gas generator operation: N. and C measured.
This means that the specific consumption mentioned in the
engine data sheet will be found in flight at a given N,. This
should be true for the gas generator tested at the altitude bench.
- Individualized gas generator data sheet for each engine.
- Plane geometry: £g measured for the plane
measured for the air intake.
Under these conditions, by using the in flight measurement
precisions mentioned in Fig. 25, we can estimate the accuracy of
independent parameters and infer the precision of n , C., and,
.A. me as x.
therefore, A cx ext-
Without talcing into account the -accuracy- of propulsion data,
but considering that of aerodynamic data, we arrive at an accuracy.
of A 100 GX ext on the order of i 0.018.
Comment regarding nz
To analyze these tests, we have used the value measured by
vertical accelerometer.
As shown in Fig. 30, the nz due to the g variation and the
orbit effect can vary by 2%; with all things equal, a 1% decrease
in nz corresponds to a decrease in drag of 0.7%.
Fig. 31 shows the accord between the calculated nz and those
measured .
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6.2.2 - Results
The shown results originate from 96 stabilized levels in the
following flight regime:
1.91 < M < 2.04
48,000 ft < o, < 59,000 ft
- is0 c < A e < + 10° c
- 3.8 < £q < + 2.5
10.0 < 100 C_, X 14.1
ZA ^
Fig. 32 shows the results in the A C . form as a function
of two parameters, the correlation of which has been clearly evidenced
at the beginning by means of static analysis, namely C_ and C . Oq .
a) Formula no. 1:
Initially the basic model had served .to establish the aerodynamic
data which represent the shape the plane should have in flight,
half-cruising at Sn ~~ Oj the construction frame was based
upon it, taking into account the estimated rigidity of the
•- , • structure.
The drag and elevator lift are those measured on the rigid
model.
Based on these data, the first flight analysis was carried out.
The smoothing of & C., . gives formula no. 1.
One can observe the strong influence of C , A 100 CL. . =
0.0035 for A 100 C_, - 1, indicating amTin. flight induced
A
 *drag inferior to that found in wind tunnel and O'Q .
b) Formula no. 2:
Flights by the prototype plane have shown that the real structure
rigidity is greater than that predicted at the start. /20-13
Special deformation measurements taken with the;; plane OH the
ground and in flight (cruising), have made it possible to re-
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construct, for pre-production and production planes, the in
flight shape at M = 2.0 for on 0» based on the known structure
shape.
A new basic model was designed to correspond to these new
shapes and the aerodynamic data were modified by taking into
account the differences measured with $Q| = 0 between the
new and the original model.
Based on these new aerodynamic data, we have continued with
the analysis of the same flight pointsj the smoothing of the
corresponding A CL, . gives formula no. 2.
We can observe that the influence of C^ has greatly diminished,
£1
while that of §q has not changed; in order to understand this
last point, we have undertaken a third analysis.
c) Formula no. 3
The aerodynamic data are the same as for the preceding case.
Elevator drag as a function of &< and §Q is maintained, but
the value ofOc> taken into account insteadof the value inferred
from measurements on rigid model with in flight C,, , is cor-
A .
 ZA
 .
rected by a /}, Oc calculated by considering aeroelastic defor-
mations for each measured value of £rt different from 0.
Based on these new aerodynamic data, we have continued with
the analysis of the same flight points; the smoothing of the
corresponding £± GX . gives formula no. 3.
We note that the influence of £Q has been practically eliminat-
ed and that in the effective cruising zone the flight/wind tun-
nel variation means a completely independent 100 & C . ,
on the order of + 0.07 or 4% approximately of the plane's drag
(or thrust).
This development only confirms the necessity of taking into
account the flexibilty of such a plane.
The variation in measuring points is not affected by these
different analysis procedures (^ on A 100 C~ .V) 0.01)
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and is in accord with, the precision of flight measurements.
6.2.3 - Observations and Comments
As in the case of Airbus, we have not found a precise ex-
planation for the flight/wind tunnel differences. Such difference
seems greater than the flight measurement and aerodynamic data
accuracy level.
We can make the following observations:
a) Influence of friction drag:
If, in going from wind tunnel tests to flight, we had used
the Prandlt Schlichting or the Winter formulas (3), the cor-
rections would have been lowered by ^ 100 C = 0.012, thus
reducing by as much the flight/wind tunnel deficit. These
different formulas are not equivalent. We must remember that
the in flight Reynolds number is about three times greater than
that in wind tunnel.
b) Influence of propulsion (air intake and secondary air):
An analysis of propulsion shows:
- for the air intake, an average performance deficit of
A n i = 0.01. This can]~help: explain:>._.',• a A 100 C .
of about 0.012.
- for the secondary air, the charge losses between the up-
stream side and the downstream side are, on the average,
30% greater than those predicted with the models. This can
explain a A 100 C . of about 0.005.
- Secondary air bleeds: the measurements were carried out
on the ground with pressure variations representing those
in flight. However, the shape of the plane in flight and,
consequently, of the pacelies and the relative positions
of the various hatches could not be reconstructed.
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If these bleeds were doubled (bleed hole per engine compart- /20-14
-. ment, 10 cm instead of 5), the predicted Cv would be increased
tnby A 100 GX - 0.01 and the A 100 GX ext reduced by as much.
c) Influence of gas generator and exhaust nozzle:
The motor mechanics carried out an analysis of in-flight re-
sults.
Without going into details, we can, nevertheless, state that
a certain number of difficulties has emerged both at the gas
generator level, this despite altitude bench'.tests, and at the
exhaust nozzle level where wind-tunnel test conditions may be
somewhat different from flight conditions.
We observe, in fact, problems similar to those found with
Airbus.
Therefore, assuming that the air intake and the secondary air
can explain 1% of the flight/prediction difference and that
there is a doubt on the order of 1% as far as the friction drag
and secondary air bleeds are concerned, a 2% net thrust defi-
cit in the gas generator-exhaust nozzle combination (correspond-
ing to 0.8% of raw thrust) will be enough to obtain good agree-
ment between flight and prediction.
7 - Conclusion
The first conclusion we can make based on the Airbus and Con-
corde experiences is the knowledge of safety margins which should
be taken when estimating cruising performances based on aerodynamic
data resulting from wind-tunnel tests and propulsion data determined
by present means, for a new subsonic or supersonic transport plane.
The other possibility is to plan the new plane by adding to
the real performances of Airbus and Concorde the differences cal-
culated on the basis of aerodynamic and propulsion data.
On the other hand, the study has demonstrated areas which are
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in need of greater development. This has already been discussed in
ref. 1.
a) Aerodynamic data:
At the present time, it is most important to improve testing
in high subsonic and transsonic regimes, especially when
aerodynamic gains in this field are the most valued.
A wind tunnel with a capacity for Reynolds numbers near to
those in flight on a model having those dimensions utilized
presently is indispensable to eliminate the influence of the
boundary layer in the wind tunnel/flight transpositions, as
well as in what involves the shape drag and the friction drag.
The second point is to be able to know the aeroelastic defor-
mation effect (see thermoelastics in supersonic) on the meas-
urements of a plane's polar curve.
The most direct way is to test different models (two or three
at most) representing different shapes of the same plane.
On the other hand, in as much as it is difficult to conceive
today of a substantial improvement in procedures for designing
and weighing the models, except where motorized models are
concerned where progress must be made in order to avoid having
to integrate pressures,only a great number of tests on the same
configuration will bring about a greater degree of reliability.
As a consequence, we can state that the average flight results
for Airbus, based on 100 measurements, seem more reliable than
the aerodynamic data inferred by the polar curve measured by
Mach number.
Finally, we can doubt the validity of theoretical-empirical
corrections relating to strays. However, I don't believe we
can expect great progress in this area.
b) Propulsion data:
The flight/wind-tunnel difference occurring with Airbus and Con-
corde can be partially explained by a 1% deficit of the raw
thrust. At this time there is no confirmation nor invalidation
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of this hypothesis. I believe that it would be wise to present
this difficult problem to specialists in order to find out the
margin of uncertainty existing between oil flow, air flow and
raw thrust in the gas generator-exhaust nozzle group.
c) Flight tests: /20-15
Test procedures for Airbus and Concorde were satisfactory for
estimating global performance as long as a sufficiently high
number of measuring points was taken during the flight.
On the other hand, improvements must be made to analyze in
greater detail the causes of the flight/prediction differences.
This concerns pressure and local temperature measurements the
reliability of which has not always been very good.
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EQUATIONS D'EOUILIBRE EN CROISIERE
i _
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Fig. 1
Key: 1. Equilibrium equations at cruise conditions
2. Data or measurements for plane
3. Aerodynamic data
4. Propulsion data
5. At cruise conditions
6. Specific range of action
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CROISIERE A ALTITUDE CONSTANTS
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Fig. 2.
Key: 1. Cruising at constant altitude
2. Cruising at constant regime
3. Drag or thrust at fixed C
4. Length of cruising regime
5. Variation of external stresses
6. Drag
7. Thrust at fixed C
8. Length of cruising regime
9. Variation of external stresses
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EFFECT OF 1% DRAG INCREASE (OR THRUST
DECREASE) AT CRUISE CONDITIONS
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION AIRBUS
BROCHURE MQTEUR+TUYERE D'EJECTIQN. 2
a) BANG SOL (moleur ichel le 1) 3
au sol 4
^ condi t ions
de vol
correct ion pour transposit ion aux conditions de vol 6
Fig. 4o
Key: !„ Airbus propulsion data
2e Data sheet for engine/exhaust nozzle
3. Ground bench (scale 1 engine)
4, On ground.- / from flight conditions
5, For differentooo
6. •»• correction for transposition to flight conditions
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION AIRBUS
BROCHURE MOTEUR+TUYERE D'EJECTION 2
(b) BANG MAQUETTE (tuyere d'ejection echelle 1/10) 3
WJm,Ttjm,Ptjm
pour diffe>ents
RSoo
, Ttjm , V = 0
!
pQ z effort balance corrige . effort de frottement essai0 J capot moteur 8
PJF el CJm
• 6 ( mlt,71
  nr
( corps central, g
rr r , ( ITlH 7
-feiTort frottement wl J capot moteur 8
1° ( corps central 9 BROCHURE MOTEUR+TUYERE D'EJECTION
Pll
EGrr
C
Fig0 4b.
Key: 10 Airbus propulsion data
2. Data sheet for engine/exhaust nozzle
30 Model bench (scale 1/10 exhaust nozzle)
40 Stress
50 For different,, o.
6. Corrected balance stress - friction stress during test
7e Strut
80 Cowl
9. Central body
10„ Friction stress in flight
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION AIRBUS
2) ES5AIS D'ENTREE D'AIR
M W ] croisiere
9! r Pi}/ Pt co pour d i f ferents M oo
Fig. 5
Key: 1» Airbus propulsion data
2o Air intake tests
3 o Cruising
40 For differentooo
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION AIRBUS
RECAPITULATION
ENTREES 2
oo , tS &0, M oo,
i
RENDEMENT 3
ENTREE D'AIR
PRELEVEMENT4
AIRET PUISSANCE
BROCHURE MOTEUR,
+ TUYERE OBJECTION'
SANS ECOULEMENT EXTERIEUR
oo
Fig. 60
Key: 1. Airbus propulsion data
2. Inlets
3. Air intake efficiency
40 Collection air and power
50 Data sheet for engine/exhaust nozzle
6. Without external flow
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION CONCORDE
ELEMENTS PRINCIPAUX 2
ECOULEMENT SECONDAIRE
ENTREE D'AIR 4 GENERATEUR DE GAZ
TUYERE
O'EJECTION 6
Fig. 7,
Key: 1. Concorde propulsion data
2. Main components
3. Secondary flow
4. Air intake
5. Gas generator
6. Exhaust nozzle
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION CONCORDE
 x
1) BROCHURE GENERATEUR DE GAZ 2
_ESSAIS MOTEUR AU CAISSON D'ALTITUDE 3
CONDITIONS
OE VOL
SIMULEES pt1
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•+ — Entr
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-:\1-^
77~=r
_ j
Sortit du col primoire 5
Ps-
debit dair a I entree
caracteristiques dujet au col pnmaire
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Fig0 8.
Key: 1. Concorde propulsion data
2. Data sheet for gas generator
3. Engine tets on altitude bench
4. Simulated flight conditions
5. Compressor inlet
6. Primary nozzle outlet
7. Air flow at compressor inlet
8. Jet characteristics at primary nozzle
9. Oil flow
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION CONCORDE
BROCHURE ENTREE D'AIR
_ M A Q U E T T E AU 1/15 SOUS VOILURE 3
Re = 1/4 Re vol 5 dcbitmttre (venturi) 4
secondaire
_ MoO
-«B
-52
_ cxL
-?B
-7i =
-£T
Pt l
Ptoo
debitmHre 6
primaire
(col sonique)
Fig. 9.
Key: 1. Concorde propulsion data
2. Air intake data sheet
3. 1/15 scale tinder wing unit model
4. Secondary flowmeter (venturi)
5. Flight
6. Primary flowmeter (sonic nozzle)
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION CONCORDE
BROCHURE T U Y E R E 2
(T) R e f e r e n c e s fo rme et jet h o m o l o g u e a la mat jueUe planeur. 3
5
Effort
. *&
balance
-^Moo
>JL I ••• : *-F^n~
W ~7^6"
Poussee
brute
^^^
^ X c u l o t 4
F r c f r Effort balance cornge+ poussee b r u t e - e f f o r t culot
Fig. lOa.
Key: 1. Concorde propulsion data
2. Nozzle data sheet
3. Reference = shape and jet identical to model of plane
4. Base
5. Balance stress
6. Raw thrust
70 F = corrected balance stress •* raw thrust - base stress
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION CONCORDE 1
J)BROCHURE TUYERE 2
(b) Forme et jel reel 3
Poussee
brute
Ftr Effort balance cornge- F frottement du jet sur plaque + correct ion gaz chaud _recalage interne
6© brochure tuyere
m
UJr
Fig. 10b.
Key; 1. Concorde propulsion data
2» Nozzle data sheet
3. Actual shape and jet
4. Balance stress
5. Raw thrust
6. Ft = Corrected balance stress - F jet friction on plate
hot gas correction - internal adjustment
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION CONCORDE
B R O C H U R E ECOULEMENT S E C O N D A I R E
(maquet te S c h e l l e 1/2) 3
PtB
Fig 11.
Key: 1. Concorde propulsion data
2. Data sheet for secondary flow
3. 1/2 scale model
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DONNEES DE PROPULSION CONCORDE
5) FUITES C A N A L S E C O N D A I R E
-MESURE SUR AVION AU SOL 3
fuiles canal secondai re
A , SECTION DE FUITE EQUIVALENTE 8
Fig0 12,
Key: 1. Concorde propulsion data
2. Secondary duct bleeds
3. Ground measurements on plane
4. A p in cruising
5. Chokes
6. Secondary duct bleeds
7. Compressor
8. Equivalent bleed section
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CONCORDE PROPULSION DATA
RECAPITULATION
INLETS
p S o o , t S o o , M . o , o < , N l . N 2 (ou C)
Secondary
heating
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I Secondary
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J~Inte'rnal ,,.| stray
Air collection ancpower
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Air
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Exhaust
nozzle
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Fig. 13.
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AERODYNAMIC DATA
WIND TUNNEL TESTS ON BASIC
MODEL
TRANSPOSITION TO FLIGHT CONDITIONS BY
CORRECTION OF:
- SHAPE DUE TO ASSEMBLY IN WIND
TUNNEL
- FRICTION
- ' MOTORIZATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH
PROPULSION DATA
- STRAYS (FORMS NOT REPRESENTED
ON BASIC MODEL)
AERODYNAMIC DATA I
Fig. 14.
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DONNEES AERODYNAMIQUES AIRBUS i
MAQUETTE DE BASE 2
EQUIPEE DE 'FUSEAUX PERMEABLES 3
Fig. 15.
Key: 1. Airbus aerodynamic data .
2. Basic model
3. Equipped with permeable pods
4. Results
5. ... as a function of0..
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DONNEES AERODYNAM10UES AIRBUS
_ i
C O R R E C T I O N DUE AU MONTAGE 2
Maquet te
de base
balance b1 balance b2
Dispos i t i f s
pour
determiner
. les.
co r rec t i ons
.RE5ULTAT5 fonct ion de Moo,c<
Cx
Cm Cm
= A
Cm AR
Cx
Cz
Cm
Cx
Cz
Cm
Fig8 16.
Key: l. Airbus aerodynamic data
2. Correction due to assembly
3. Basic model
4. Devices for determining corrections
5.. Results as a function of...
Cx
Cz
Cm! )b2
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DONNEE5 AERODYNAMIQUE5 AIRBUS
C O R R E C T I O N DE F R O T T E M E N T
sur corde ae rodyam ique )K5i = 2,5. 106 (Re)g, ~ 48.106
sur longueur fuselage (Rc)essai =20.106 (Re)yo| -380.10
A C X f r C Xf u n l - CXf essai
TRANSITION NATURELLE
Mr 0,8 Cz
AILE GAUCHE 8
AILE DROITE 9
R E M A R Q U E : N A C E L L E
10
frolterhent sur su r face
leche 'e par le je t du fan
compte dins. f ro t tement essa i
ma is pas dans fro tie men! vol 11 j
Fig. 17.
Key: 1. .Airbus aerodynamic data
2. Friction correction
3. On aerodynamic chord
40 On fuselage length
5. Test
6. Flight
7. Natural transition
8. Left wing
9. Right wing
Note: nacelle10
- - - . - - - - - , ~ (considered in friction
11. Friction on surface touched by fan jet \ test, but not in flight
DONNEES AERODYNAMIQUES A IRBUS 1
C O R R E C T I O N DE MOTORISATION 2
FONCTION DE Moa ET <x
'QCORRECTION TRAINEE INTERNE 3 _ £ r e f z W ln
(deb i t na tu re l ) .O .Voo.A !nL
cxO
-W1Q-
X1C0 . AC m intr :
~ Poussees brules de sorlie
[X1(FO+C0)J
(2) CORRECTION -D'EFFORT ADDITIF
uj - A C x a d
-ACmaj Cm fcjvol £ref
Fig. 18a.
Key: lo Airbus aerodynamic data
2o Motorization correction as a function of M oo and «
3. Internal drag correction (natural flow)
4o Raw outlet thrusts
5. Additive stress correction
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DONNEES AERODYNAMIQUES AIRBUS
 x
C O R R E C T I O N DE MOTORISATION
FONCTION DE Moo ET ex
;3) CORRECTIQN_D'lFFORL_DE_PRE55.10N 3
Moo ouMoo-0
debit nature! simule' Jets corrects vol simules
0
0
C o n d i t i o n de vol
X2(O
dans brochure moteur 7 sur maquetle de base .
Fig. 18b.
Key: 10 Airbus aerodynamic data
2. Motorization correction as a function of M «o and <*
3. Pressure stress correction
4. Simulated natural flow
5. Simulated corrected flight jets
6. Flight condition
7. In engine data sheet
8. On basic moflel
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DONNEES AERODYNAMIQUES AIRBUS
, i
RECAPITULATION- M-0,8
30000pieds2 CG a 25 %
Fig. 19.
Key: 1. Airbus aerodynamic data
2. 30,000 ft.
3. Wind tunnel course
4. Wind tunnel friction -
5. Internal stress
60 Model assembly
7. Additive stress
8. Jet pressure stress
90 Stray drag
(T .D . )
T>v-i 11
flight
•»-\4- -i /-\v\«-i
iDONNEES AERODYNAMIQUES CONCORDE
 I
MAQUETTE DE BASE
 2
EQUIPEE DE FU5EAUX PERMEABLES 3
RE5ULTAT5 4
de ^5q
Fig. 20.
Key: 1. Concorde aerodynamic data
2. Basic model
3. Equipped with permeable pods
40 Results
5. ... as a function of0..
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DONNEE5 AERODYNAMIQUES CONCORDEi
C O R R E C T I O N DUE AU M O N T A G E
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Fig. 21,
Key: 1. Concorde aerodynamic data
2. Correction due to assembly
3 o Back end force
48 As a function of M and
DONNEES AERQDYNAMIQUES CONCORDE
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Fig0 22.
Key: 1. Concorde aerodynamic data
2. Motorization correction as a function of M *> and «
3. Flowmeter
4. Base
5. Outlet probe
6. Internal drag and base drag correction
70 Additive stress correction
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DONNEE5 AERODYNAMIQUES CONCORDE
.—_ i
RECAPITULATION. M = 2
55000 pieds 2
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Fig. 23.
Key: 1. Concorde aerodynamic data
20 55,000 ft.
3. Wind tunnel course
4. Wind tunnel friction - flight
5. Internal stress
6. Base pressure
7. Model assembly
8. Stray drag
9. Additive stress
10. Trim
11. Flight estimations
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Fig. 24.
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FLIGHT TEST EQUIPMENT
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INSTALLATION ESSAIS EN VOL CONCORDE
4 pour PtB et WB
L pour
PROPULSION
« Pression totale 2
o Pression »Utique 3
A Temperiture
p o u r P t s / W s e t T t c
Fig. 26.
Key: 1. Flight test equipment
2. Total pressure
3. Static pressure
4. For oo.
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ANALYSE DES RESULTATS DE VOL i
SCHEMA DE CALCUL ' 2
Paramelre decommande
propulsion (mesure ) 3
. c .
Conditions ambiantes
4
Donnees propulsion
r ~ " ' ' 8GeomeLne avion
centrage , oq
° (mesure)
10
Donnees aerodynamiques
(mesure)
Masse el acceleration
(mesure)
m n x
1
o 7 'Lz mesure
( C z mes)
x mesure
qs
1
nx mg +F^ cos(c<
qs qs
Cx prevu
( C x )
Cz
qs
ACxext
Cx
Fig. 27.
Key: 1o Analysis of flight results
2. Outline of calculations
3. Propulsion control parameter (measured)
4. Actual conditions (measured)
5. Mass and acceleration (measured)
6. Propulsion data
7. Measured
8. Plane geometry
9. Trim
10o Aerodynamic data
11. Predicted
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lOOCz
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100Cz
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40
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100Cz
50
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1
- Cx
RESULTATS DE VOL 1
AIRBUS
30000pieds CG=25°/«
V Avion n°1
CD Avion n°2
23 Avion n°3
O Avion n°4
o Avion n°9
Cx mesure
Fig. 28,
Key: 1. Flight results
2o Plane
30 Measured c
4. Cruising fright
5. Predicted C.,
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RESULTATS DE VOL i
AIRBUS
100 Cz
40
lOOCz
40.
30.
100 Cz A
40..
30.
30.
COMPARAISON SOUFFLERIE .VOL
4
Resultats Vol
SoufflerieS T.N
Soufflerie T.D
-AlOOCx=1- 100C)
Fig. 29.
Key: 1. Flight results
2. Results
3i Wind tunnel
4. Wind tunnel/flight comparison
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RESULTATS DE VOL CONCORDE
 1
3
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Fig. 30.
Key: 1. Concorde flight results
2. Calculation of apparent g/ g
3. West
4. South
5. North
6. East
Knots
Ft.
7,
8
9. Ground speed
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RESULTATS DE VOL
CONCORDE
_ . q app , ,,
Comparaison-—— calcule et nz mesure
g o
g apparent 3
^~7~
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Q98 0,99
0,9.9
40,98
nz m e s u r e
4
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Fig. 31.
Key: 1. Flight results
2. Calculated g=__/g_ and measured nz
o.pp O
3t gapp/go Calculated
40 Measured nz
5. Based on stabilized level flight
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RESULTATS DE VOL CONCORDE i
Relatif a res ullats de soufflene sur maquette d'origine 2
AlOOCx ext = 0.1106+0.0787. C z A . $ q _ 0 . 3 3 4 5 C z A
Relatif a resultats de soufflerie sur maquette modifies pour tenir compte des formes mesure'es envo laoq=o
AlOOCx ext = 0.0830 + 0.0793. C z A . 6q_0.0939 Cz A 3
Relatif a (5) mats en tenant compte des deformations dues «u braquage oq 4
0.10
0.05.
100ACxext= 0.0821+ 0.0069.CzA-.$q _0.0913CzA
+
+
(Tsur A lOOCx ext= ±0.011
5
.10 .11 .12 .13 .14 .15
Fig. 32.
Key: 1. Concorde flight results
2. Relative to wind tunnel test results on original model
3. Relative to wind tunnel test results on model modified to
take into account shapes measured in flight at $n = 0
4. Relative to II but taking into account deformations due
to angle.
5. On
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NOMENCLATURE
, V oo Mach number and infinite upstream speed
Ptoo > Psoo Infinite upstream total and static pressure
v oo Specific infinite upstream mass
Tt oo , t Infinite upstream total and static temperature
^ e Standard temperature
q Infinite upstream dynamic pressure
S Datum surface
Aint Air intake datum surface
WT, £ T Air intake flow and total flow coefficient
W P PtB* c B* B Flow, flow coefficient and total pressure of Concorde
air intake inlet
H B Efficiency
W , Pt,, Tt- Flow, pressure and total temperature at engine inlet
I) 1 Efficiency Pt^/Ftco
WJm, PtJm, TtJm Flow, Pressure and total temperature at engine outlet
(hot jet)
PtJ_ Total pressure at fan outlet (Airbus)
r
Wg, Ptg, Ttg Flow, total pressure and temperature of secondary
air at nozzle inlet (Concorde)
Kc Critical exit correction as afunction of Ttjm for
Concorde nozzle
Drag and drag coefficient of aerodynamic data
/*» C_ Lift and lift coefficient of aerocynamic data
to Aerodynamic efficiency:"p= Z, = Z,
OC Angle of aerodynamic incidence
Raw thrust of propulsion data
Air intake catchment drag
Engine oil flow
T Raw thrust adjustment on plane's axis
CX ' CZ 'Sn Drag, lift and pitch momentum coefficients for basic
B B B model
£ Ref Pod flow coefficient for basic model
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XAR* CZAR* CmAR Correction due to assembly in wind tunnel
Ac-7 > A Cm> •»- Correction due to internal drag of pods
Z intint
Ac »Ac >Acm, Correction due to pod base (Concorde)
Xbase Zbase base
X. ' Z • *-' Cmiet Correction due to pressure stresses on pods
Jet (Airbus)
cxmeas Drag coefficient deduced from flight tests
C., Drag coefficient predicted at flight
ZZmeas
- Cx) at Czmeag in flight
ext
n Acceleration relative to g along speed
x -,T o
n Acceleration relative to g perpendicular
z
 to speed
g Acceleration of datum weight
m Mass of plane
<3 Elevator angle
EH Horizontal rudder angle (Airbus)
2 Angle of second air-intake pipe (Concorde)
a Distance of raw thrust axis (Frfr ) from
gravity center
1 Length of datum cord
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